
TATA NANO IN INDIA

Tata Nano Price in India (GST Rates) starts at â‚¹ â‚¹ Lakhs. Check out Tata Nano Colours, Review, Images and Nano
Variants On Road Price at.

Even the base XE costs twice the Nano of and still misses on some very basic equipment such as power
steering. Nano Alternatives. Fuel inlet is accessed by opening the front hood. The interior of the new Nano is
definitely better than the rest of the entry-level hatchbacks in terms of quality, in fact, certain parts like the
gear lever have been directly picked from the Zest sedan. The suspension feels firm and does manage to flatten
all the potholes and speed humps, also the lateral movement has reduced and passengers on the rear seats will
feel more comfortable. Also see:. In July , Tata's Group chairman Ratan Tata, who retired in January , said that
the car had immense potential in the developing world while admitting that early opportunities were wasted
due to initial problems. The piano black has been used liberally across the front to create a nice contrast with
the body colour and it gives the car premium upmarket feel, especially in this new Sangria Red shade. The
door trims have soft touch material, which is missing even from few B-segment hatchbacks and are of the
same shade as that of the exterior. However, Tata should provide a couple of bottle holders and cubby holes to
keep mobile phones and other knick-knacks. One of the biggest contributors for this performance is its light
weight that tips at just kilograms. Torque delivery is smooth and there are no jerky moments, the gearshifts do
take time but not in a way that would be a cause of bother. At the front it gets a new bigger smiling grille,
updated headlamps and black design elements on the bonnet. Automatics anyway sap more power than
manual transmissions and the Nano already have very few horses to exhaust. The steering direct and feels
great to use on the move. Basically the engine gets enough fuel to keep moving at crawling speed; letting you
negotiate the bumper-to-bumper traffic effortlessly. History[ edit ] After successfully launching the low cost
Tata Ace truck in , Tata Motors began development of an affordable car that would appeal to the many Indians
who ride motorcycles. Now with the Nano about to be relegated to the history books, Tata Motors is set to
vacate the ultra-low-cost entry-level segment entirely. Tata Motors tried a number of measures to give it a shot
in the arm. The curved mesh grille design is also part of the rear bumper, but here unfortunately its looks
cluttered and tacky. Then there is a sport mode on offer, which tries to hold the revs for a little longer. The
nonessential features include, removal of the passenger's side wing mirror, having one wiper blade, having
only three lug nuts per wheel, removal of the fuel filler cap from the fuel tank. Driveability is great and the
tiny engine never feels underpowered as compared to subcc cars in the start-stop condition.


